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Aegis Capital hires Fixed Income and Income Centric team led by Stanley Crouch who is our
newest Senior Managing Director and our Chief Investment Officer. Victor Saul has also joined
as a Managing Director.
New York, NY July 11, Aegis Capital is pleased to announce the hiring of Mr. Stanley Crouch
who has been in the financial services arena since 1983. Stanley spent 17 years at Herbert J
Sims Company, where he was Executive Vice President. Stanley specializes in formulating
solution based strategies directed towards high net worth clientele, Registered Investment
Advisors, Family Offices and Institutions. Stanley has led the financings of numerous
Correctional Facilities, Senior Living Centers, and Charter School Financings, where he has
raised hundreds of millions in capital over the years. Stanley manages approximately $250
million in retail client assets, as well as servicing some of the largest Mutual Fund/Institutional
clients and Registered Investment Advisors in the country.
Stanley will be establishing a program at Aegis Capital centered on providing clients with an
alternative approach to investing. Over the past 27 years in the financial services industry,
Stanley has developed a strategy based on income and compounding. We believe this result
focused strategy has and will stand test of time.
Joining Stanley, also formerly with Herbert J Sims, is Victor Saul. Victor has been in the
financial services industry since 1983. Victor specializes in the fixed income arena, where he
has dealt with all facets of the business.
Robert Eide CEO Commented “We believe Stanley, Victor and their Team bring tremendous
opportunities for Aegis Capital to provide value to our clients and our financial advisors.”
“Stanley and et al has chosen to partner with Aegis based on the ability to give our Financial
Advisors the flexibility in deciding on their investing options.” “We believe this style of
investing will compliment and augment our current investment platforms”.
Phil Michals of Business Development Commented “Having advisors of Stanley and Victor’s
caliber joining Aegis validates the platform Aegis Capital is providing.” “Our conflict free
platform with multiple clearing and technology relationships allows advisors open choice”. “We
feel this will bring a strong added value for recruiting in additional advisors into Aegis Capital
by being able to offer differentiating value.”
About Aegis Aegis Capital has been in business for the past 26 years and maintains a conflict free
service platform catering to the needs of private clients, institutions and corporations. Aegis
Capital Corporation was founded in 1984 by the current CEO and Chairman. Aegis’ origins were
based on servicing the specific needs of an extremely affluent customer base. Today,

we have become a premiere full‐service investment banking firm with twelve teams in locations
stretching from Florida to Rochester, NY. We have clients in all 50 states as well as overseas. Aegis
has been able to bring quality service through its clearing relationships with JP Morgan and Penson.
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